The design and use of a dual-frequency surface coil providing proton images for improved localization in 31P spectroscopy of small lesions.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy of small lesions is restricted by the difficulties of localizing the surface coil with respect to the lesion and the problem of ensuring that signal is only obtained from the lesion and not from surrounding tissue. A double-tuned coil has been developed that permits NMR proton images to be obtained from a region of interest, prior to carrying out 31P spectroscopy of the same region with the same coil, without the need for further adjustment. The coil provides a means of accurately localizing the region from which the 31P signal is obtained, whilst offering a means of accurately applying 31P signal localization methods, and the possibility of making corrections for the nonuniform sensitivity of a given surface coil. The coil makes use of two parallel resonant circuits, with independent rf connections, but sharing a common coil. Simulated shorted and open circuit lambda /4 cables are used, respectively, to open circuit each circuit at the resonant frequency of the other circuit and ensure that the simulated lambda /4 line is short circuited for each circuit at the circuit's resonant frequency. At 63.6 MHz, the Q of the coil was 190 unloaded and 90 loaded, and at 25.7 MHz the Q was 210 unloaded and 140 loaded, for a 4-cm-diam coil. The coil has been used to obtain proton images and 31P spectra. A circuit employing only one input was also developed.